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Motivation and Objectives
Changes to software artifacts and related entities tend to be progressive
and incremental, driven, for example, by feedback from users and other stake-
holders, such as bug reports and requests for new features, or more generally,
changes of functional or non-functional requirements. In general, evolutionary
characteristics are inescapable when the problem to be solved or the applica-
tion to be addressed belongs to the real world.
There are diﬀerent strategies to address evolution. Model-based software
development using the UML, as proposed by the OMG’s MDA initiative, ad-
dresses evolution by automating (via several intermediate levels) the transfor-
mation of platform-independent design models into code. In this way, software
can be evolved at the model level without regard for technological aspects,
relying on automated transformations to keep in sync implementations on
diﬀerent target platforms.
Classical re-engineering technology, instead, starts at the level of programs
which, due to the absence or poor quality of models, provide the only deﬁnite
representation of a legacy system. The abstractions derived from the source
code of these systems are not typically UML models, but they may play a
similar role in the subsequent forward engineering steps.
Which approach is preferable in which situation, and how both strate-
gies could be combined, is an open question. To answer that question and to
implement any solutions deriving from these answers we require
• a uniform understanding of software evolution phenomena at the level of
both models and programs, as well as of their interrelation;
• a common technology basis that is able to realize the manipulation of arti-
facts at the diﬀerent levels, and to build bridges between them.
The workshop started out from the assumption that graphs, seen as con-
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ceptual models as well as data structures, deﬁned by meta models or other
means, and transformations, given as program or model transformations on
graph- or tree-based presentations, provide us with unifying models for both
purposes.
Transformations provide a very general approach to the evolution of soft-
ware systems. Literally all activities that lead to the creation or modiﬁcation of
documents have a transformational aspect, i.e., they change a given structure
into a new one according to pre-deﬁned rules. As a common representation of
artifacts like models, schemata, data, program code, or software architectures,
graphs have been used both for the integration of development tools and as a
conceptual basis to reason on the development process and its products.
Based on this conceptual and technological uniﬁcation, it was the objective
of the workshop to provide a forum for studying software evolution phenomena
and discussing their support at diﬀerent levels of abstraction.
Topics of interest have included
• graph-based models for analysis, visualization, and re-engineering;
• software refactoring and architectural reconﬁguration;
• model-driven architecture and model transformations;
• consistency management and co-evolution;
• relation and tradeoﬀs between model- and program-based evolution.
Programme and Participants
The workshop was held on 2 October 2004 as a satellite event of ICGT
2004 in Rome, Italy. Thanks to the 30 participants from 11 European coun-
tries (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg, Nether-
lands, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom) the workshop was a very success-
ful event. Out of 22 submissions, 17 papers were selected for presentation in
four sessions on
• transformation technology;
• meta models;
• analysis;
• architectural evolution.
More detailed information about the workshop is available online at
http://wwwcs.upb.de/cs/ag-engels/ag_engl/Segravis/Events/SETra04/
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